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can't yet apple 

              

be

weren't the run quickly

yellow nor chair Center 
Street

quietly are us we'll
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Instructions
Set-up
*print off the 4 game board pieces (pg.1-4) on card stock (you may want to 
laminate it also) and tape the pieces together to form a rectangular game 
board
*print off and cut out the rounded rectangular playing cards (pg. 5-8;    

again, I suggest printing on card stock and laminating)
*print off playing chips for each player-pg.9 (or you could use colored 

playing chips of your own if you have any around the house)
    -feel free to color any or all of these too!

Playing the game
*shuffle the playing cards
*each player chooses their color of chips
*each player gets 3 playing cards
*take turns putting a chip on the board from the cards in your hand
*discard the card you used and choose another one (always have 3 in your 
hand)
*the object of the game is to get 4 chips in a row (diagonal, horizontal, or 
vertical)

Answer Key

Contractions- isn't, don't, aren't, can't, weren't, we'll
Articles- a, an, the
Pronouns- they, I, me, we, us
Common Nouns- girl, pond, door, boy, apple, chair
Proper Nouns- Mary, Ohio, Canada, White House, Mr. Smith, Center Street
Adjectives- small, purple, three, pretty, big, jump
Adverbs- slowly, gracefully, peacefully, happily, quickly, quietly
Verbs- sing, run, eat, climb, jump, run
Helping Verbs- is, were, was, am, be, are
Conjunctions- and, but, or, yet, nor
Prepositions- above, underneath, near, alongside, around
Interjections- Oh, um, dear, hey


